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Nail-less / Foldable / Collapsible Plywood Box
Foldable /collapsible/Nailless plywood boxes is part of our
unique offering. We offer wide range of foldable boxes in terms of sizes,
strength and durability. These boxes are manufactured by using plywood
and specially designed metal strip at edges. Metal edges provides extra
reinforcement to plywood and act as strong hinges. These boxes are very
easy and quick to assemble and dissemble, thus saving lot of cost in terms
of shipping and store space.
Benefits and features of our foldable Boxes:
• Suitable for wide range of applications, i.e., from light to heavy,
hazardous, acid, sensitive
•Low weight and less space save shipping costs.
•Occupy less store space and easy to store and stack.
•Metal edges of galvanized steel provides extra strength and durability
•Easy and quick to assemble and disassemble
•Compliance to international phytosanitary regulations for export
consignments.
•Custom sizes as per customers requirements.
•Branding, printing, logo etc can be placed on box.
•Customised accessories such as handles, hinges, latches can be fitted.
•Compatible for UN hazardous packaging requirement.
•Savings in return shipping cost as it is collapsible.

Semi assembled / 3 piece type

Fully dissembled / 6 Piece type
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Pallets

We are one of the leading manufacturers of Softwood /
Pinewood, Hardwood and Plywood Pallets in India. We offer a wide range
of pallets specially designed and are extensively used in various industries
for different purposes. We manufacture pallets using high grade raw
materials. We manufacture two type of Pallets based on material used.
They are…
Wooden Pallets:
Wooden pallets are manufactured using either
softwood/pinewood or hardwood based on customers’ requirements. We
offer wide range of designs and sizes for wooden pallets. Wooden pallets
are mostly preferred for heavier products / unit load.
Benefits and features of Wooden Pallets:
•Most suitable for warehouse / store.
•Strong and durable
•Suitable for multiple stacking or stacking on racks.
•Withstand to heavy load during shipping as well as static.
•Export Compliance - ISPM-15, Heat Treatment.
•Can be designed for Returnable packaging - Heavy Duty.
Plywood Pallets:
The plywood pallet is an excellent load carrier for lightmedium weight goods that need a strong and durable packaging solution.
Benefits and features of Plywood Pallets:
•Absorbs less moisture, thus free from fungus / termite.
•Lightweight reducing shipping cost.
•Excellent finish, surface and looks.
•Available in Custom sizes.
•Compliant to international phytosanitary regulations for export shipping

Wooden Pallet

Plywood Pallet

Stamp
ISPM-15 HeatTreatment
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Pallet Collar

Pallet collar, a unique concept, which can be functionally
classified as Returnable / long term packaging, Transport packaging, and
Warehouse / in house packaging.
An Individual Pallet Collar is fabricated using 4 or 6 wooden
boards and 4 or 6 specially designed metal hinges. Metal hinges hold the boards
together, provides locking system during mounting, and facilitate collar to be
collapsible / foldable. Pallet collars can mounted one over the other of required
height making box type packaging, with regular pallet as base of appropriate size
and type.
Following are features and benefits of Pallet Collar.
•Pallet collar are easy to handle and quick to assemble.
•Efficient packaging solutions for compact, bulky or friable products.
•High durability makes it long term, reusable and economic concept.
•A flexible construction saves considerable inventory space when not in use.
•Collapsible / Foldable feature enables ease of transport and saves logistic cost.
•Sturdy design store items safely at height in pallet racking.
•Optimizes warehouse space through multi-level stacking.
•Organise & streamline warehouse with partitioned collars.
•Both standard and customised sizes are available.
•Compliant to International Phytosanitary Standard i.e., ISPM 15 – HT.
•Suitable for Branding, Stenciling, labelling and printing.

Collar Mounting
Height Adjustment

Corner Hinge
Locking System

Optimise
Inventory Space

Partitioned Collar

6 Piece Collar

4 Piece Collar
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Clip lock Boxes

Clip Lock Boxes, one more unique offering of Bhagwan
Packaging, functionally classified as Reurnable / Long term packaging and
Transport Packaging.
Clip Lock box is made up of Plywood / Wooden panels
fastened by detachable spring steel corner clips. Detachable corner clip
facilitate box to be collapsible and is easy to assemble without using any
tools.
Clip lock boxes can be designed and built as per customer
requirements to optimize packaging needs and cost.
Following are features and benefits of Clip Lock Boxes:
•Quick and easy to assemble without special tools & power.
•Durable design makes it Reusable / Returnable / Longterm packaging.
•Collapsible / Knock down form of box saves shipping cost, and also return
cost.
•Reusable / Returnable packaging leads to considerable economic
efficiency.
•Suitable for transporting large and fragile products.
•Sturdy enough for stacking, thus optimising warehouse space.
•Saves inventory space as collapsible when not in use.
•Custom made with dimension, design, dunnage etc.
•Suitable for Branding, logo, labelling and printing.
•Compliant to International Phytosanitary Standard i.e., ISPM 15 – HT.
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Wooden Cable Drums / Reels / Bobbins / Spools
We are the professional manufacturers of wooden cable
drums / reels / bobbins. With experience since 1980, we can manufacture
wide range of cable drums using hardwood, softwood / pinewood and
plywood drums from 200mm to 3000mm drum including double, triple
and quad flanged. Cable drums are manufactured in order to meet
customer’s requirements of varied sizes and quality. Our products are
compliant to export phytosanitary requirements i.e., ISPM - 15 - Heat
treatment. Our constant quality developments and effective delivery
systems make us most preferred supplier.
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Crates

Wooden crates are often confused with the wooden boxes.
But wooden crates are lot different. Crates usually have a framework or
shelf supporting structure. The strength of the wooden crates depends on
it. On the other hand boxes usually do not have such structure.
Wooden Crates are the secure, cost-effective solution for
shipments that don't need to be fully enclosed by a box. A crate is an
open-sided container that looks like a wooden cage. Many items can be
packed as safely into a crate as a box, and a container with less wood
translates into savings.
Our precise design, quality engineering and experienced,
thorough packing ensure that your items will be safe and secure
throughout the shipping process. We design and manufacture the wooden
crates based upon the purpose, size, shipment type, and load. We also
manufacture framed wooden crates suitable for transportations of largest
objects.
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Boxes

We manufacture wide range of wooden boxes. We
fabricate wooden boxes using Softwood / Pinewood / Hardwood or
Plywood or Both. We make Customized wooden boxes as per our
customer's specifications. The high grade raw material used by us ensures
strength, reliability and durability of our wooden boxes. We tailor the
design of boxes to fulfil every needs of our clients, ranging from simple to
sturdy, light weight to heavy weight. While designing wooden Boxes, we
take multiple factors into consideration, the location, mode of
transportation, load/weight, size and product sophistication. Our boxes
are export compliant i.e., ISPM - 15, with heat treatment.
We supply our wooden boxes either fully assembled or in
the knock-down form. Knock – Down form are pre-assembled boxes with
customised dimensions ready to be assembled. They are an ideal option if
the box is extra large or if they need to be assembled in a certain way on,
or around a product. Our packing team know the crates inside out and can
assemble the boxes in the most suitable way for your products.

Knockdown Form

Assembled Form
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Customized Packaging

Sometimes the one design that works is not the one that
everyone else is using. The only design that matters is the one you need.
We offer Customized packaging products and solutions for a complex
environment.
Customized packaging is a unique solution, specified,
designed and optimized to meet the exact packaging requirements of the
application.
Each product will have its own packaging with relation to
the specific items needs, weather it is the type of shipping, sensitivity, cost
or even method of shipment. There are several factors that determine
what packaging should be used.
Thus let one of our experts design what is right for you.
From prototype design to existing packaging we have the experience to
help with all your shipping needs.
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“ One of the great things about anything that is created
totally of wood, including wooden packaging, is that it is
entirely recyclable and also environmentally safe”

Contact

BHAGWAN PACKAGING
2-30, Bagh Ameeri, Kukatpally,
Hyderabad, Telangana, Pin:500 072, India.
Mobile: +91 98491 74740 / +91 98855 41137
Landline: +91 40 23065021
Email: sales@bhagwanpackaging.com
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